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Subject

Financial markets exhibit trend and mean-reverting dynamics across different geographies and asset
classes (see e.g. [1] and [2]). Such "universal" anomalies are often explained in terms agent-based
models, where their co-occurrence is the result of a non-trivial (impact driven) interaction between
technical and fundamental trading strategies. In a recent extension of the pioneering work of Chiarella
[3], the parameters of the model were calibrated in order to describe the dynamics of global, macro-
markets [4]. The objective of this internship is to apply a similar approach to the single-name equity
markets in order to better understand the Value-Momentum dynamics and correlation. Moreover, we
expect this generalised model to explain the correlation between directional anomalies (such as trend
following) and their relative-value counterpart (such as equity momentum). Finally, we shall seek to
understand why short term trends (few days) have become less significant in the past few years, by
agent-based modelling how the increased liquidity at intraday time scales could prevent such trends
from being born or persisting at the few days scale.

Figure 1: Log-level of the US stock index, together with estimates of the fundamental value, from [4].

The internship will be held within the CFM Chair of Econophysics and Complex Systems at Ecole
polytechnique (visit www.econophysix.com) in close connection with Stefano Ciliberti and Jean-
Philippe Bouchaud (Capital Fund Management). The internship will comprise theoretical and numer-
ical components. A good background in statistical physics, data analysis and Python is advised.
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